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About This Game

Freeze climbing puts you into a surreal frozen dreamscape, where there's only one way to go: up.

You're just a head and some hands, so to get around you'll need to climb. Freeze Climbing uses a novel locomotion system
inspired by rock climbing. You must use your hands to pull yourself up, and throw yourself across gaps. WARNING: This

method of movement can cause severe discomfort in some users, some anti-sickness settings are implemented, however user
discretion is advised.
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Honestly for the price this is not a bad, but the flaws with the jumping mechanic, and the poor responsiveness to grabbing make
this game almost unplayable. A lot of the time while jumping you with only hardly move, the large rocks allow you hands to
pass into them which is fine, but you have to grab them right on the outside. You also are about 2.5 feet tall the entire time with
no way to change this. All though this says it support Oculus, it swaps the grip and triggers buttons so you have to grab with the
triggers.. This is a challenging climbing game. You will really have to plan your movements out to get to various locations.
Game does need a better tutorial. I got stuck on a particular location and have no idea how to get across. Still, this is a nice
challenging game. Sets itself apart from other climbing games by being much cheaper.

Sale Price Rating 6\/10. This game gave me so many hours of fun, the level design was amazing, the way everything worked was
great, and I loved how sometimes I'd be so close to the next flag and I'd be shaking in terror as I wondering if I was going to be
able to throw myself correctly to grab onto the next rock or stick my climbing axe into the next rock. Can't believe this game
hasn't blown up, it's absolutely so much fun. I'd get sweaty, my lenses would get foggy but I just kept going! All I'd think about
would be sticking my axe into some ice, or having fun throwing myself into the void! 10\/10 one of my favorite VR games, if
not, one of my favorite games ever.. A bit of a climbey ripoff, but with a nice twist. I like the way the rocks and ice look and i
like climbing with the icepicks! it's ok for the price.. it could use some form of locomotion... Only got 20 mins in, but I like it!
Great experience for the price.

I haven't played climbey, or any other games in this "genre", so can't compare.

For $3, this is a nice addition to my library, and will be a good one to let friends\/family\/etc play to give them an intro to VR,
even if I only end up doing 1 playthrough myself.
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